










Absence of Sound Linking among Japanese Learners of English 
福島彰利
Akitoshi Fukushima 
Abstract : This paper is concerned with one of the inefficiencies found in pronunciation of J apanese 
learners of English: that is， sound linking that takes place at word boundaries as a result of natural 
f10w of an utterance. This inefficiency is evenfound instudents who are involved in a teacher -training 
course. Four students who enrolled in my屯tudieson English Education" volunteered to read out 
short English sentences for an acoustic analysis. 1t turned out that they focused on reading word 
by word， failing to pay attention to linking the neighboring words where necessary. Also， they 
are not paying attention to the distinctions between strong and weak forms of function words， which 
would cause their English speech ful of strong syllables. The result suggests that the students 
were taught neither the linking process nor the distinction between strong and weak forms found 
in natural speech during their very early stages of English learning. 































脱落:1 don't ~ know. 
連結:Take~it~easy. 











(1) 1'm glad to know la旦~xpert like you. 
(2) 1'1 te1 him to 2turn out before 3ten o'clock. 
(3) 4，5I!!.三旦主lstantthey began to make 
6fun of me. 
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図1: S 0による anexpertの朗読
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